Affordable, Efficient and
Secured Digital Signature.

Your solution in document automation.
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Signing
documents
digitally

Unlimited Multi-signature solution at the tip
of your finger rather than the tip of your pen.
It is now possible to digitally sign any document processed
through ScannerVision™ server. Thanks to the new digital
signature module, any process created by ScannerVision™
can be easily completed by including a digital signature as
well as a timestamp issued by an authorized entity.
The digital signature allows users to sign any processed
document (only PDF output). Documents can be signed
with the digital signature provided by the administrator.
Each template created in ScannerVision™ can use its own
signature, turning ScannerVision™ into a powerful multisignature tool. We can have unlimited signatures and
timestamping.

Unlimited signatures
There are no limitations on the number of documents that
can be signed by our new module. You can capture and sign
as many documents as you want from any source, whether it’s
a shared folder, a multifunctional device or a mobile device
using aivika Capture Pro.
Multi-signature solution
Don’t settle for a single signature. In ScannerVision™ we
make things flexible, each template you generate can have its
own digital signature. You can work with different customer
profiles, each with their own signed documents without
restrictions.

Main advantages of using digital signature with ScannerVision™
Cost
Savings

Improved
Efficiency

Improved
Security

One of the biggest costs of any
company is the requirement to keep
paper documents, for compliance
and other regulatory requirements.
The obligation to keep paper leads to
expenses in archiving, consumables
for the printing, etc... With the tools
available now, you can sign your
documents digitally, reducing the
costs associated with paper and
archive preservation.

For any company, process
effectiveness is an essential aspect
to keep costs down and be more
competitive. By signing documents
digitally we manage to increase
the efficiency of these processes,
avoiding unnecessary steps in the life
cycle of the document and its data
contained.

With the signature and timestamping,
we can guarantee the integrity
of the documents generated
by ScannerVision™, helping
organizations in meeting and
exceeding compliance, regulations
and standards.

PDF Signature Option

